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Introduction

The main problems associated with freezedrying of biological material for electron microscopy concern the freeze-drying temperatures and
times necessary to minimize artifacts.
Due to the
many parameters involved these problems have to be
resolved experimentally. It can be shownthat good
morphological preservation of chemically unfixed
material is possible when freeze-drying is done
exclusively in a temperature range between -8o0 c
and -5o0 c. Os04 vapour fixation of the freezedried tissue is not necessary and should be
avoided because it may cause ion redistribution
artifacts.
Embeddingat low temperature of properly freeze-dried material does not seem to disturb
structure and ion distribution of the freeze-dried
material. Hence, sections of such freeze-dried
material and embeddedbiological material seem to
be suitable for microanalysis. Preliminary microanalytical
results obtained from sections of
freeze-dried
and Lowicryl K11M embedded muscle
reveal an uneven distribution of potassium in the
sarcomeres similar to the visualized uneven distribution
of the electron dense thallium (potassium surrogate) in frozen hydrated cryosections. A
comparison of different cryomethods shows that
freeze-drying and embedding is the simplest way to
obtain stable thin sections of chemically unfixed
biological material which, for instance, may be
used for future microanalytical investigation of
the interaction of proteins with physiological and
non-physiological ions.

Key Words: Freeze-drying, freeze-substitution,
cryosectioning, microanalysis, ion redistribution,
low temperature embedding, striated muscle, potassium, cesium staining.
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Two main goals of electron microscopy of
biological material are to evaluate the in-vivo
morphology of cellular structures and to determine
the in-vivo distribution of cellular ions. In the
past we have learned that chemical fixation and
dehydration methods are not suited to maintaining
the life-like state of cellular components. Morphological changes and redistribution of most ions
are inevitable.
Both events can be avoided - at
least in small (up to 20 µm thick) volumes of
biological
material - by proper cryofixation.
Apart from the possibility of direct viewing and
analysis of suitable frozen specimens in a cryo
electron microscope the following different methods may be used for further processing of frozen
material
for analytical electron
microscopy:
Freeze fracture replication,
cryoultramicrotomy
(frozen hydrated and freeze-dried sections) freeze
substitution and embedding, and freeze-drying and
embedding. The last two methods yield stable preparations which can be sectioned in the conventional manner at room temperature. (For a recent
general review of low temperature methods in biological
electron microscopy see Robards and
Sleytr, 1985).
The purpose of this paper is to discuss
whether sections of freeze-dried and embedded
biological material are suitable for microanalytical investigations.
Before we can answer this
question positively it must be shown that the
artifacts
introduced by freeze-drying and embedding, sectioning and electron microscopy are small
compared to the above mentioned goals, namely the
maintenance of cellular morphology and the maintenance of life-like
distribution
of cellular
ions.
In the following I shall first point to the
main theoretical and practical problems of freezedrying and embeddingof biological material for
electron microscopy. Typical morphological and
microanalytical results obtained with this method
are then presented which suggest that freezedrying and embedding artifacts can be kept small
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Fig. 1: The relationship between: (1) saturation vapour pressure of ice and (2) sublimation rate of ice.
The derived drying times (s) required for subliming ice layers of 1 µm (3) and of 1 mm(4) thickness are
indicated with vertical bars to show longer periods of time: minutes (min), hours (h), days (D),
weeks (W), months (M) and years (Y). (Redrawnfrom Umrath, 1983).

and that meaningful microanalysis is possible.
Finally the freeze-drying and embedding technique
is briefly compared with other cryomethods.

temperature of the ice, whereas the number returning to the ice surface and not escaping again
depends on the pressure and temperature of the
vapour.
Using Knudsen's equation Umrath (1983) calculated the maximumtheoretical sublimation rates of
pure ice for the temperature range from -1 to
-16o0 c under high vacuum conditions. The results
are summarized in Fig. 1 together with the saturation vapour pressure of ice, and the times required for subliming ice layers of 1 µm and 1 mm
thickness in the same temperature range. For
instance, a 1 mmthick ice layer kept at -100°c in
a high vacuumwi 11 be "dried" in about 1 week.
The theoretical values for the sublimation of
ice - which in first approximation are experimentally verified by several authors (see Umrath,
1983) - do not describe the sublimation of ice
from biological material.
The main reasons for
large deviations are the following: 1. The water
molecules have to be removed from a highly structured network. After freeze-drying has begun an
increasing layer of dry material inhibits further

Freeze-drying biological material:
Theoretical aspects
Freeze-drying is the dehydration of a frozen
aqueous material through the sublimation of ice.
According to the kinetic gas theory (see e.g.,
Mellor, 1978; Umrath, 1983) the absolute rate of
sublimation of ice Gs (in g·cm-2s-1) is:
Gs =a·Ps(M/2rrRT)0.5, O<a<1
(Knudsen equation)

( 1)

where a=eoefficient of evaporation , Ps=saturated
vapour pressure of ice, M=molecular weight of
water vapour, R=gas constant, and T=absolute temperature.
In deriving this equation two assumptions are made: 1) dynamic equilibrium between
the surface of the ice and its vapour, 2) the
number of vapour molecules escaping depends on the
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free sublimation; cell surface structures and
membranesof subcellular organelles may constitute
special barriers for the diffusion of water molecules. A theoretical treatment of water vapour
diffusion through the dried shell of biological
material has been made by Stephenson (1953). His
results suggest that the sublimation of ice of a
1 mmthick
guinea pig liver piece requires about
1000 times the time needed for the sublimation of
pure ice. The prolongation factor (ratio between
the drying time of the tissue and the sublimation
time of pure ice of the same thickness) was found
to be constant in a temperature range from -10 to
-6o0 c. Other prolongation factors used for freezedrying different biological material at different
temperatures have been collected by Umrath (1983)
from the literature. The widely scattered factors,
however, (20 - 15000) point to the difficulties
in
determining experimentally a realistic
prolongation factor. 2. Biological material contains about
5-10% of chemically or physically bound water
which does not freeze and which therefore cannot
be sublimed; removing this water is called secondary or pseudo-drying and may raise the main problems for freeze-drying biological material without
artifacts
(MacKenzie, 1965; Meryman, 1966).
Whereas pure sublimation of ice may leave the
sample essentially
unaltered (MacKenzie, 1965)
most structural -changes such as shrinkage and
collapse phenomena(MacKenzie, 1972) and ion redistribution
seem to occur during removal of the
unfrozen water. MacKenzie (1965) has suggested
that secondary drying should be conducted at very
low temperatures when the ice has already been
sublimed in order to minimize deleterious chemical
reactions.
But since secondary drying is a very
slow process even at rather high temperatures we
must expect very long drying times at the proposed
low temperature. 3. It is an open question to what
extent cellular water has properties that differ
from those of free extracellular water. Experimental results of Ling and Walton(1976), Ling (1984),
and Edelmann (1986) suggest that the water activity inside living cells is mainly determined by the
influence of certain proteins and not by high
concentrations of ions and other solutes dissolved
within cell water which seem to be much lower
than usually assumed (see also Clegg, 1979;
Uedaira, 1980; Negendank, 1986). It is conceivable
that in well frozen parts of biological material showing no ice crystal artifacts - sublimation of
such still
influenced water molecules is more
difficult
than sublimation of pure ice. If this
assumption is correct it should be easier to
freeze-dry biological material which already contains small ice crystals.
In this case, however,
the ice crystals may be surrounded by condensed
dry material which hampers the sublimation of ice.
4. Sublimation needs energy which must be transferred to the drying boundary. This transfer
is
usually hampered by the layer of the already dry
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material. As a consequence the temperature at the
drying boundary may be lower than that at the surface of the specimen; hence, the sublimation rate
may be lower than expected (this problem has been
discussed at length by Meryman, 1966).
From these considerations it is evident that
freeze-drying of biological material is much more
time consuming than sublimation of pure ice and
that the time needed for the freeze-drying of a
given biological sample at a given temperature is a
complex function of specimen size, structure and
shape, and of freezing artifacts.
Knowing the
sublimation rate of pure ice it follows that even
small biological samples cannot be freeze-dried
within realistic
times at temperatures below
-1oooc. Weknowfrom freeze-fracture experiments
that recrystallisation
artifacts
increase considerably above -8o0 c (Nei, 1973). Hence, freezedrying should start between -80 and -100°c. We
could thereby dry the outer well frozen part of
the specimen and then increase the temperature to
accelerate the freeze-drying process. But since we
don't knowthe temperature at which the non-frozen
water or at least part of it can be safely removed
it is impossible to derive a theoretical
drying
schedule; we have to make experiments and to try
to minimize the observed artifacts.
Practice

of freeze-drying of biological
for electron microscopy

material

Freeze-drying of biological material
for
electron microscopy requires an apparatus which
allows optimumfreeze-drying at about -100°c and
higher temperatures. The sample to be freeze-dried
should be positioned in such a way that accurate
thermal control of the sample is possible. Optimum
freeze-drying means that all water molecules escaping from the specimen are removed or trapped
without a chance of coming back to the specimen.
Therefore, the partial pressure of water vapour in
the specimen area should be kept at least 100 to
1000 times lower than the saturation vapour for
ice at the specimen temperature (Umrath, 1983).
This can be achieved by vacuumpumping systems, by
adsorption to chemical or mechanical desiccants,
by condensation on a surface at a temperature
considerably lower than that of the specimen, or
by combinations of different methods. To allow the
maximum access of water molecules to the trapping
place, the pressure in the freeze-drying apparatus
should be such that the mean free path (the average distance that a molecule will travel before
striking another molecule) of water vapour is
greater than the distance between specimen and the
trapping place (Fig. 2). For instance, if the
pressure in the freeze-drying unit is 10-3 Torr
(1Torr=1.33 mbar) the mean free path is about
40mm. A cold trap with a temperature of -150°c
maintains at its surface a water vapour pressure
of about 10-12 mbar (see Fig. 1) and is therefore
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Fig. 2: Meanfree path of water molecules versus
vapour pressure. 1 Torr = 1.33 mbar. (Redrawn
from Meryman, 1966).

an ideal sink for water molecules; the distance
between this cold trap and the frozen specimen
should then be smaller than 40 mm.
Many suggestions for the construction of
suitable freeze-drying units can be found in the
literature
(e.g.,
Hanzon and Hermodsson, 1960;
MacKenzieand Luyet, 1964a; Stirling and Kinter,
1967; Sjostrand, 1967; Coulter and Terracio, 1977;
Pfaller and Rovan, 1978; Ingram and Ingram, 1984;
Linner,
1986a, b; a comprehensive review of
freeze-drying methods used before 1958 was given
by Neumann, 1958). The freeze-drying apparatus
which was used in our laboratory (Edelmann 1978a,
1979) will be described below.
Problems associated with the practice of freezedrying and embedding of biological material
Freezing. Cryofixation of biological material
has been described frequently in the literature
and will not be reviewed here (see e.g., Robards
and Sleytr, 1985; Sitte et al. 1986). Presently it
is possible to obtain routinely frozen specimens
1-1ith smal1 (up to 20 µm thick) surface layers
without visible ice crystal artifacts.
Before
starting with freeze-drying it is recommended to
check the quality of the cryofixation method used
by freeze-etching,
cryosectioning or freeze-substitution.
Specimen size. During freeze-drying the increasing dry layer of the specimen is responsible
for an increasing resistance for both the diffusion of water molecules and the heat transfer to
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the drying boundary. As a consequence the sublimation rate slows down (see above). Stumpf and Roth
(1967) and Nietsch and Jochem (1973) have found
that the sublimation rate decreases exponentially
with the dry layer on the specimen surface. From
these findings it is evident that the specimen to
be freeze-dried should be as small as possible. We
have found that best results could be obtained
with samples smaller than 0.1 mm3.Trimmingof the
samples should be carried out carefully under the
control of a stereo light microscope.
Control of specimen temperature. An accurate
temperature control of the sample holder is
an absolute requirement for reproducible freezedrying. The heat input into the specimen occurs
by conduction from the specimen support, by
conduction via the gas residue in the freeze-drying
chamber and by radiation energy from the sample
holder; since the contact between sample and sample holder is far from perfect the sample should
be positioned in a hole with walls much higher
than the height of the specimen. Future investigations should reveal if specimen supports can be
constructed which guarantee a close correspondence
between the temperatures of the specimen at the
drying boundary and of the sample holder.
Freeze-drying schedule. Conditions for an
optimum freeze-drying schedule are the following:
1. The well frozen part of the sample should be
freeze-dried at or below -8o0 c in order to avoid
recrystallisation
artifacts (see above). 2. The
well frozen part should be freeze-dried and pseudo
freeze-dried at low temperatures to such an extent
that raising the temperature does not cause structural changes. 3. Freeze-drying of the inadequately frozen central part of the sample should be
carried out at temperatures sufficiently low to
avoid such collapse and shrinkage phenomena which
may interfere with the structure preservation of
the already freeze-dried
well cryofixed part.
4.The percentage of the water still present in the
freeze-dried sample should be low enough to guarantee perfect infiltration
of the embeddingmedium.
Whether all these conditions have been fulfilled
in a drying process for a given specimen
can presently only be checked by examination of
the experimental results.
Accurately controlled
freeze-drying of small specimens (MacKenzie and
Luyet, 1964b) or of very small preparations in
cryo electron microscopes may help to
solve some
of the problems in evaluating an optimum freezedrying schedule. It may also be useful to check
the course of the partial pressure of H20 in the
freeze-drying chamber during freeze-drying (e.g.,
Coulter and Terracio, 1977); however, only the
following method used by Wildhaber et al. (1982)
seems to be suitable to monitor precisely the
removal of specimen water: H20molecules of a
monolayer of protein are replaced before freezing
with D20. During freeze-drying the sublimation of
D20 molecules coming only from the specimen (and
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not from other sources!) is related to the course
of the partial pressure of D20 detected within the
freeze-drying chamber. The results obtained by
Wildhaber et al. are worth mentioning: D20 removed
from the specimen appears at a stage temperature
of -95°c and reaches a maximum at -8o0 c. The
sublimation slowly decreases and approaches zero;
a further warming shows a further sublimation of
D20 with a peak maximumbetween -50 and -40°c.
Although the authors claim that prolonged freezedrying at -35°c has no effect and is completely
unnecessary a very small peak of D20 can be observed in one recording upon warming of the specimen
from _35oc up to room temperature. The results are
significant to our problem because they suggest
that eventually two main freeze-drying temperatures are important: one at about -80°C and a
second at about -5o0 c.
In the literature
several
freeze-drying
schedules for biological material have been proposed. Only two rather extreme schedules should be
mentioned: Coulter and Terracio (1977) started
freeze-drying of mouse kidney and other tissue at
-13QOC;the temperature of the specimen holder was
then raised 10°c per hour until it reached room
temperature. After Os04 vapour fixation the tissue
was vacuum embedded. Much longer freeze-drying
times were used in our laboratory: Freeze-drying
of biological material was carried out at -80°c
for 3 days and at -6o0 c for 6 more days before
embedding the samples without chemical fixation
(see below). In discussing results and artifacts
introduced by freeze-drying and embeddingwe will
come back to the problem of choosing an optimum
freeze-drying schedule.
Osmiumvapour fixation. After freeze-drying of
the biological material dry Os04 vapour is frequently introduced in the still evacuated freezedrying chamber to chemically fix the dried material
(e.g.,
Hanzonand Hermodsson, 1960; Coulter and
Terracio, 1977; Ingram and Ingram, 1980; Linner,
1986a, b). Apparently, structure preservation of
osmicated freeze-dried material was found to be
better after embedding than that of material not
treated with Os04. However, good morphological
results can be obtained with the freeze-drying and
embedding technique without using any chemical
fixative
(Edelmann, 1978a, 1979; Pfaller and
Rovan, 1978). Osmiumvapour fixation seems not to
be necessary to maintain the structure of properly
dried material during embedding and polymerization. Of course, Os04 stablizes the freeze-dried
material and may facilitate
structure preservation
during embedding; but it is conceivable that Os04
not only produces structural artifacts
but also
causes redistribution
of mobile ions inside the
cells.
Such redistribution
is expected if the
interaction between proteins and Oso4 causes liberation of formerly bound or adsorbed water molecules due to conformation changes of proteins.

Embeddingand polymerization. Factors which
may all influence the structure preservation of
freeze-dried material during embedding and polymerization are the following: Water content of the
dried specimen, stiffness of the dried material
(which may be influenced by the temperature and by
chemical fixation),
viscosity of the embedding
medium, and chemical processes during polymerization (Ingram and Ingram, 1980, Discussion with
Reviewers ). Optimum conditions for a specific
biological material have to be determined experimentally. Best results with chemically unfixed
material have been achieved by using low viscosity
media (e.g.,
Spurr medium, see below; Durcupan,
see Pfaller and Rovan, 1978) and by embedding and
polymerization at the lowest possible temperatures
(Edelmann, 1978a). Lowicryls designed for low
temperature infiltration
and polymerization may be
particularly
useful for freeze-dried
material
(Wroblewski and Wroblewski, 1984; Chiovetti et al.
1986). Newresults obtained with the Lowicryl K11M
(Acetarin and Carlemalm, 1985) are presented
below.
In most experiments described in the literature infiltration of the freeze-dried material was
carried out in vacuo. Wehave found, however, that
structure
preservation of chemically unfixed
freeze-dried muscle could be improved by embedding
the tissue at atmospheric pressure under dry
nitrogen gas (Edelmann, 1978a). A conceivable
explanation of this finding could be that gas
bubbles arise in the embedding mediumduring infiltration
in vacuo and disrupt labile structures
even if the embeddingmediumhas been evacuated
before infiltration.
Freeze-drying and embedding nf biological material
without chemical fixation
In this section some results of chemically
unfixed biological material are shown; freezedrying and embedding was carried out with the
freeze-drying apparatus set out in Fig. 3 in the
following manner (Edelmann, 1978a, 1979): 1. The
vessel is half filled with 50 g of the molecular
sieve Zeolite 13 X (Leybold Heraeus, Kbln). 2. The
precooled (-196°C) speciemn support is loaded with
small (~0.lmm3) frozen specimen and small (0 ~
1mm)frozen drops of evacuated Spurr epoxy resin.
3. The specimen support is picked up with the plug
fixed to its cover. 4. The vessel is immediately
sealed (vacuum- and cryogen-tight)
and plunged
into liquid nitrogen. Cooling of the zeolite produces a pressure of about 10-3 Torr inside the
vessel. 5. The temperature of the specimen support
- which raises during sealing and cooling of the
vessel to about -14QOC- is raised to -80°c and
maintained for 3 days at this temperature followed
by 6 days at -60°C. Occasionally freeze-drying is
continued for 5 days at -5o0 c. (Tissue rich in
mitochondria shows less shrinkage artifacts
with
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this prolonged freeze-drying schedule.) 6. Freezedrying is stopped by venting the vessel with dry
nitrogen gas (valve at the upper end of the tube).
7. The support is warmedto -15°c and maintained
at this temperature overnight. The Spurr resin
liquefies and infiltrates
the tissue.
8. The support is warmedat 10°C/h to room temperature and
the freeze-drying apparatus is removed from the
liquid nitrogen container. 9. The vessel is opened
and the tissue samples are transferred into fresh
embeddingmediumprior to polymerization at 400c.
Results are given in Figs. 5-7.
Recently Lowicryl K11Mwas used as the embedding medium(see Fig. 8): Freeze-drying was carried out in the same manner (steps 1 to 6, 3 days
-8ooc, 15 days -6o0c). Then the freeze-drying
apparatus was transferred and opened in the cold
chamber C of the freeze-substitution
apparatus
CS-auto (Fig.4). The chamber was constantly vented
by cold dry nitrogen gas and this allowed a safe
(temperature~ -60°C) transfer of the samples into
K11M-filled molds of an embedding plate (Sitte et
al., 1986). The chamber was then closed by a cover
containing an UVlamp; polymerization was carried
out at -60°c. Afterwards the blocks were irradiated for 1 more day with UV.
Microanalysis of freeze-dried

embeddedmaterial

In this section we discuss the problem whether
freeze-dried embeddedmaterial can be recommended
for microanalysis.
It is now generally accepted
that freeze-dried cryosections are particularly
well suited for microanalysis of ions in cells and
subcellular compartments. Hence, we must focus on
the following two questions: 1. Is it possible to
freeze-dry small frozen samples as well as cryosections? 2. Does embedding and polymerization of
the freeze-dried material cause redistribution
of
cellular
ions? (The problem of elemental loss
during wet cutting has been discussed by several
authors and will not be repeated here; see e.g.,
Marshall, 1980; it is assumed that in most cases
dry-cut sections are used for microanalytical
work).
In my opinion, the first question can be
answered positively:
sections of freeze-dried
embedded material usually show similar or better
structure preservation than cryosections. However,
there are exceptions: freeze-dried embeddedmaterial frequently reveals eel ls and eel lular organelles which are considerably shrunken. For instance, Coulter and Terracio (1977) published
photographs of freeze-dried embeddedmouse kidney
with very dense mitochondria surrounded by halos.
Steinbrecht (1984) compared cryosections
with
sections of freeze-dried embeddedsilkmoth antennae; the
latter sections showed tremendous
shrinkage artifacts.
As mentioned above, water
removal from frozen biological samples is much
more time consuming than drying cryosections not
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Fig. 3: Freeze-drying apparatus. The specimen
support (lower left) is picked up with the plug
fixed on the cover (upper left) of the vessel
(right side). The tube fixed on the cover contains
the cables for electrical supply of the support.
The diameter of the vessel is 48 mm. (From
Edelmann, 1979, Reprinted by permission).
Fig. 4: Reichert-Jung Cryosubstitution system CSauto, opened for the insertion of the specimen
into the substitution chamber C.
Fig. 5: Chemically unfixed human lymphocyte after
cryofixation,
freeze-drying and embedding in
Spurr's resin; section stained with uranyl acetate
and lead citrate. Bar=1µm. A suspension of lymphocytes has been prepared by W. Negendank; a drop of
this suspension has been put on a 20 µm thick Cu
foil and cryofixed by plunging into propane as
described by Edelmann (1983). Membranes usually
appear in negative contrast when not using 0s04
vapour as a chemical fixative.
Arrow indicates
cross-sectioned faintly visible cell membrane~
Fig. 6: Chemically unfixed frog sartorius muscle,
cryofixed on a lN2 cooled Cu block, freeze-dried,
embedded in Spurr's resin; section stained with
uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Bar = 1µm. _,..
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Fig. 7: Mitochondria (M) and basolateral membranesystem (BM)of a distal tubule of mouse kidney after
cryofixation on a lN2 cooled Cu block, freeze-drying and embedding (no Os04 vapour fixation);
section
stained with uranyl dcetate and lead citrate.
Bar=0.5 µm. A three layered structure of the cell surface
membranes (BM) can be seen whereas the mitochondria do not show similar well defined membranes. This
preparation has been freeze-dried for 3d at -8o0 c, 6d at -6o0 c and in addition for 5d at -5o0 c in order
to avoid shrinkage artifacts of mitochondria.

only because of the different thickness of the
specimens but mainly because cells and cellular
compartments are surrounded by different surface
structures which may hamper the sublimation. Most
shrinkage artifacts observed in freeze-dried cryosections and in freeze-dried embedded material
seem to be caused by incomplete drying below a
critical
temperature. In a thin cryosection all
subcellular compartments are open, hence it is
possible to dry the section uniformly. But even
with cryosections different shrinkage values have
been reported. During a rather fast drying of a
cryosection in the cryo electron microscope (about
10°c/min) Dubochet et al. (1983) observed a linear
shrinkage of about 40%. Zierold (1984) found
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linear shrinkages of 10-20%of cryosections. What
is then the minimumshrinkage obtainable during
freeze-drying of biological material? Boyde and
Franc (1981) have shown that a linear shrinkage
value of about 7%can be obtained when freezedrying glutaraldehyde-fixed liver pieces at -so 0 c.
Rachel et al. (1986) found a linear shrinkage of
about 5%of biological material when freeze-drying
at -93°C in the cryoelectron microscope. Our observations on freeze-dried embeddedmuscle and on
freeze-dried muscle cryosections confirm these
findings: Assumingthat the A band width of living
frog sartorius muscles is about 1.6 µm (Page and
Huxley, 1963) we find that the linear shrinkage
can be kept at about 6% (Figs. 8, 9). Future

Freeze-dried EmbeddedSpecimens

Fig. 8: Chemically unfixed frog sartorius muscle, freeze-dried and embeddedin Lowicryl K11M(see text),
stained only with uranyl acetate. The A band width is 1.5 µm. Bar= 1.5 µm.
Fig. 9: Freeze-dried cryosection of chemically unfixed frog sartorius muscle. The section has been
freeze-dried for 1h at -100°c followed by 6h at -sooc, in a cryo-electron microscope (Zeiss EM10 CR),
then the temperature was slowly increased to room temperature (10°c/h,manual operation of the temperature
control). Bar= 1.5 µm
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studies must reveal if shrinkage can be avoided at
all by prolonged freeze-drying at low temperatures. The foregoing considerations reveal that
comparing microanalytical results obtained from
freeze-dried cryosections with those from sections
of freeze-dried embeddedmaterial is only meaningful if the structure preservation is similar in
both preparations.
Grossly shrunken parts of a
specimen may reflect incomplete drying below a
critical low temperature; in this case redistribution of water and ions upon warmingof the sample
cannot be excluded.
The problem of redistribution
of cellular
ions during embedding and polymerization of dehydrated material has been discussed at length by
Marshall (1980) and Ingram and Ingram (1980). Some
main conclusions of these authors are mentioned:
There is qualitative and semiquantitative evidence
that ion distribution is not being greatly distorted by the processes of freeze-substitution
and
embedding. Large subcellular
ion concentration
gradients persist within the nuclei and across
membranes(Marshal1, 1980). Freeze-dried plastic
embedded samples of frog skeletal muscle yield
preparations exhibiting normal levels of intracellular sodium, potassium and chloride. Plastic
filled
spaces near the tissue do not contain
measurable potassium or sodium (Ingram and Ingram,
1980). Similar findings have been reported by
Kaufmann et al. 1978), Meyer et al. ( 1985),
Wroblewski et al. (1985). On the other hand, large
distributions
of electrolytes have been found by
Roos and Barnard (1985) in sections of freezedried and plastic embeddedpancreas. In the cytoplasm they found much lower potassium to
sodium ratios than in cryosections;
in addition,
potassium gradients between adjacent organelles
were much higher in cryosections than in sections
of freeze-dried plastic embeddedtissue. The reported failure to obtain meaningful microanalytical results with freeze-dried
plastic embedded
tissue may have several reasons which have to be
checked in future studies. The fact that correct
potassium to sodium ratios could be obtained in
other freeze-dried embeddedtissues suggests that
the freeze-drying schedule was not adequate for
the pancreatic tissue. Our experiments with muscle
tissue suggest that rather long drying times at
low temperatures are necessary to avoid redistribution of cellular ions.
For the following reasons the striated muscle
of the frog seems to be especially well suited to
answer the question whether redistribution
of
mobile ions occurs during freeze-drying
and
plastic embedding: 1. Most of the cellular potassium can be replaced by the electron dense potassium surrogates cesium or thallium (Ling and Bohr,
1971; Ling, 1977). 2. The distribution of the
electron dense ions can be visualized directly in
frozen hydrated cryosections (Edelmann, 1984b). 3.
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A comparison between the frozen hydrated cryosections and sections of freeze-dried embeddedmuscle
immediately makes evident either the correspondence between the distribution patterns obtained
with the different methods or redistribution artifacts occurring during freeze-drying and plastic
embedding. Figs. 10-12 show typical results:
In
frozen hydrated cryosections as well as in sections of freeze-dried plastic embeddedmuscle one
observes a very regular and highly reproducible
accumulation pattern of the electron dense ions;
conceivable irregularities
caused by the advancing
front of the plastic could not be observed in the
embedded preparations.
In addition,
cellular
cesium or potassium ions have been labeled with
radioactive 134cs or 42K and it was found that
less than 7%of muscle ions leach out into the
embedding mediumwhen following the freeze-drying
and embedding procedure given above (Edelmann,
1978b). Redistribution artifacts can be observed
either in incompletely freeze-dried preparations
(Fig. 13) or in dry cut sections exposed to room
atmosphere (Fig. 12 c and Edelmann, 1984a p.879).
Recently microanalysis of freeze-dried and
Lowicryl K11M embedded (potassium containing)
muscles was carried out as follows: 0.3 µmthick
dry cut sections were placed on Formvar coated Cu
grids and after carbon coating transferred into a
ZEISS EM 10CR. The electron microscope was
operated in the STEMmode at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV and at a probe current of about 0.4
nA. The analyses were done with a liquid Nzcooled
specimen holder at -163°C to minimize contamination and radiation damage. Fig. 14 shows the
muscle section which was analysed and spectra
obtained from different marked areas. The spectra
show that potassium accumulation is the highest at
the Z line and rather low in the I band (without Z
line) and much higher in the A band. This corresponds with the visualized distribution
patterns
of Cs and Tl (Figs. 10-12) and with measurements
of freeze-dried cryosections (Edelmann, 1983,
1984a). It is noteworthy that ion gradients can be
maintained within a cellular compartment (without
membranes) by using a proper freeze-drying and
embedding technique. After analysing the section
shown in Fig. 14, the specimen holder was warmed
to room temperature. Reproducible analysis of
small areas was now impossible due to a constantly
increasing contamination layer and hence constantly increasing background values (Marshall,
1980).
Summarizing the foregoing considerations and
results we conclude that meaningful microanalysis
can be done with freeze-dried embedded material.
At present a procedure applicable to all biological material cannot yet be given. In case of
obtaining
"wrong" microanalytical
results the
following changes of preparative parameters are
recommended: 1. Try 1onger freeze-drying times at
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Fig. 10: Frozen hydrated cryosections of frog
sartorius muscle (a). In living muscles most of
the cellular potassium was displaced by thallium.
Dark Z lines (Z) and dark A bands (A) indicate
sites of preferential thallium accumulation.
(b) Control: normal potassium containing muscle.
Only very faint Z lines (Z) can be seen. Bar= 1µm
(From Edelmann, 1984b; Reprinted by permission).
Fig. 11: 0.3 µm thick dry-cut sections of freezedried and embeddedfrog sartorius muscle.
(a) Thallium-loaded muscle, (b) normal potassiumcontaining muscle. Bar = 2 µm (From Edelmann,
1984a, Reprinted by permission).
Fig. 12: Dry-cut sections of freeze-dried and
embeddedfrog sartorius muscles. (a) Cesium loaded
muscle, (b, c) thallium loaded muscle; (b) was
obtained immediately after sectioning,
(c) after
exposure of a section to humid atmosphere.
(d) Central part of (a) after storage of the
section in distilled water. (e) Normal potassium
containing muscle. Bar= 1 µm. (Edelmann, 1977,
Reprinted by permission).
Fig. 13: Dry-cut sections of shortly freeze-dried
(2d at -so0 c and 3d at -60°C) and embedded
thallium-loaded muscle. In (a) the thallium precipitates are mainly localized in the I band, in
(b) precipitates are mainly found near Z lines and
in the marginal regions of the A bands. Bar= 1 µm
(From Edelmann 1984a, Reprinted by permission).
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low temperatures. 2. Try to obtain good morphological results without 0s04 vapour fixation.
3.
Check the embedding and polymerization conditions;
it is recommendedto use at first embedding media
which have already been used with success. 4.
Improve the sectioning conditions. Elemental loss
during wet cutting was mentioned above. However,
ion redistribution artifacts are also conceivable
during preparation of dry cut sections when working at very high atmospheric humidity (Fig. 12 c).
5. If microanalysis was carried out without cold
stage repeat the measurements at low specimen
temperature. Coating of the dry cut sections with
hydrophobic carbon or metals may also help to
improve the analysis (Marshall, 1980).

It was mentioned in the Introduction that the
development of cryomethods is necessary to finally
obtain an artifact
free picture of cellular
morphology and ion distribution.
By comparison of
results obtained with the different cryomethods we
may discover artifacts and try to improve the
methods. At present,it seems not to be justified
to claim that one single method is superior to all
others in every respect. However, we may list the
advantages and the disadvantages of today's
methods and may develop strategies
for future
investigations.

Freeze-substitution and embedding
This rather simple method (Sitte et al.,
1986) yields stable preparations which can be
easily handled and examined in a variety of ways.
Thin sections may be stained and examined by light
and electron microscopy. Structure preservation
seems to be excellent (Fig. 15) but structural
changes due to the substitution medium and the
usually used fixatives cannot be ruled out. The
kind of structural
changes occurring
during
freeze-substitution may be investigated by comparison with frozen-hydrated preparations.
Retention
of mobile ions in freeze-substituted
embedded
material has been claimed in the literature (e.g.,
Marshall, 1980; Harvey, 1980). However, maintenance of life-like ionic gradients within cellular
compartments and in different compartments still
has to be checked by systematic
comparative
studies.
Freeze-substitution
suitable for the
retention of ions requires long freeze-substitution times (Marshall, 1980: 3 weeks) preferably
with diethyl ether; the morphological preservation
of cellular fine structure seems to be inferior to
that obtained with other short freeze-substitution
schedules which are not suited to retain mobile
ions (Roos and Barnard, 1985). A main task would
be to develop freeze-substitution
methods capable
of both maintaining cellular fine structure and
intracellular
ion distribution.
Microanalysis of
sections of freeze-substituted
embedded material
can be done without major difficulties.

Cryosectioning
Frozen-hydrated cryosections may be used to
investigate cellular fine structure not disturbed
by chemical fixatives or dehydration artifacts
(McDowallet al.,
1983). However, preparing thin
sections suitable for morphological studies is
difficult
with native material and cutting artifacts cannot yet be avoided. Focusing and photographing of frozen-hydrated sections in the cryo
electron microscope is difficult because of the
sensitivity
of the sections to electron irradiation. Microanalysis of frozen-hydrated sections is
possible but absolute quantitation of ion concentrations
still poses severe difficulties
mainly
because of radiation damage (Zierold,
1983).
Freeze-dried
cryosections are especially well
suited for energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis
because they yield reproducible results with low
background values (Meyer et al., 1985). The structure preservation of freeze-dried cryosections is
usually not good enough to be suited for morphological investigations.
Preparing and handling of
cryosections require skill (education) and special
equipment. A disadvantage of the method is the
extreme sensitivity of freeze-dried cryosections
to atmospheric moisture (Zierold, 1984); hence,
storage of cryosections for repeated examination
poses severe difficulties.

Freeze-drying and embedding
Handling and analysis of freeze-dried
and
embedded material is similar to that of freezesubstituted and embeddedmaterial. The main advantage of freeze-drying (compared to freeze-substitution) seems to be the fact that water molecules
are removed without a mediumwhich may interfere
with cellular structures thereby changing chemical
or physical properties of cellular components.
Freeze-drying and embedding can be carried out
without chemical fixation in such a way that ion
gradients
are maintained
across
subcellular
membranes and even within single compartments.
Structure preservation is good but frequently
somewhat inferior to that of freeze-substituted
material. Although it is claimed that freezedrying and embedding of animal tissue can be
carried out in less than 2 days we propose longer
freeze-drying times in order to reduce freezedrying artifacts. Freeze-drying can be carried out
automatically, embedding is easy and requires only
minute amounts of embedding media. It seems that
freeze-drying and embedding is the simplest way to
obtain stable sections of chemically unfixed biological material; hence, physiological properties
of proteins and other cellular structures maintained in life-like configurations may be investigated in thin sections of embedded material.

Freeze-drying

and embedding compared with other
cryomethods
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Fig. 14: 0.3 µm thick dry cut section (a) of
freeze-dried frog sartorius muscle, embedded in
Lowicryl K11M(see text) and microanalytical results (b-e). Bar= 1 µm.
The structure preservation of the muscle
shown in (a) is the same as that of Fig. 8; although it is usually difficult to visualize ultrastructural details
in 0.3 µm thick dry cut and
unstained sections, here A bands, I bands and Z
lines are visible.
The rectangular boxes indicate
the areas which have been analysed: (b) A band
region; (c) I band without Z line; (d) Z line;
(e) embeddingmediumnear muscle. As expected from
the thallium and cesium experiments (Figs. 10-12)
we find higher potassium concentrations (K, KO()in
the A band and the Z line than in the I band
without Z line. Noteworthy are also the detected
higher concentrations of Na and Cl in the A band
(b) compared to the I band (c,d). According to
spectrum (e) the K concentration found in the
embedding medium near the muscle is negligibly
low.
The spectra have been obtained in collaboration with E. Zellmann, Carl Zeiss, 0berkochen,
using a ZElSS EM10 CR (STEMmode) equipped with
an 0rtec System 5000.
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This points to a new field for future microanalytical
work: The hypothesis that cytoplasmic
proteins are responsible for selective potassium
accumulation in living cells (Ling, 1962; Ling,
1984) can now be tested by microanalytical
investigation
of thin sections "stained" with alkalimetal ions and other ions under different
conditions. It could already be shown that alkali-metal
ions accumulated selectively
at specific proteins in sections which had been exposed to ion
containing solutions (Edelmann, 1980, 1981).
Specifically,
staining experiments with cesium
(Edelmann, 1984a) demonstrate preferential cesium
binding to those proteins (Fig. 16 a) which also
accumulate potassium, cesium or thallium (Figs.
10-12, 14, 16b) in living muscle.
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Fig. 15: Freeze-substituted frog sartorius muscle (cryofixation by immersion in propane as described by
Edelmann, 1983; freeze-substitution
with 3%Os04 in acetone for 2d at -so0 c, temperature increase 4°C/h
up to room temperature, 1h pure acetone,embedding inSpurr's resin; section stained with uranyl acetate and
lead citrate). Bar= 1 µm.
Fig. 16: Chemically unfixed frog sartorius muscle; (a) freeze-dried and embeddedin Spurr's resin,
stained with cesium (see text),
(b) frozen hydrated cryosection of a thallium loaded muscle, prepared as
described by Edelmann (1984b). The different preparations show a similar accumulation of the potassium
surrogates cesium and thallium at protein filaments (mainly myosin) and at Z line proteins. Bars= 1 µm.
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Discussion with Reviewers
A.P. MacKenzie: The author is correct
to
distinguish different possible drying rates after
faster and less rapid freezing and it does seem
reasonable that larger ice crystals will sublime
more readily as the author points out. But there
may be more to the story: faster freezing most
likely affects a less nearly complete conversion
of "freezable" water to ice. This leaves a larger
quantity of "bound" water some of which will most
likely be less "bound" than any water present
after
the slower freezing.
Temperature for
temperature the faster frozen sample may then
freeze-dry faster by the transport of the least
strongly bound water through the amorphouscontinuum (see References: MacKenzie, 1965). It is also
likely that the faster frozen sample will shrink
more with freeze-drying than the slower frozen
sample with the larger ice crystals and the more
nearly complete conversion of freezable water to
ice (MacKenzieAP, 1981. Modelling the ultra-rapid
freezing of cells and tissues.
In: Microprobe
analysis of biological systems. T.E. Hutchinson,
A.P. Somlyo (eds.) Acad. Press, NewYork, 397421). One last commenton this subject, and it is
this: it is also likely that the faster freezing
(and we can use the term safely in the comparative
sense without the need to specify rates) will
lower the thermodynamicactivity of the water a
little
less than the slower freezing. A lesser
conversion of water to ice - and a development of
a finer crystallinity
- will necessarily proceed
with a lesser reduction of the thermodynamic activity of the crystallizing material.
Author: The conclusion that a faster freezing may
yield a less nearly complete freezing is worth to
be further investigated.
Model systems such as

L. Edelmann
protein
and polymer solutions frozen at the
highest possible cooling rates (>105 OC/s)
may be suitable for this purpose. It is
conceivable that even water structure differences
observed with other methods (e.g. quasi-elastic
neutron scattering,
Rohrschach HE. ( 1985). Water
in polymers and artemia cysts. In: Water and ions
in biological systems, A. Pullman, V. Vasilescu,
L. Packer (eds.) Plenum Press, NY729-736) may be
detected with such frozen preparations.

14 hours at -12ooc (numerical values see Umrath,
1983 or Robards and Sleytr,
1985 in References).
Assuming a prolongation factor (see text) of only
20 for tissue we would need 2800 hours to freezedry a tissue layer of only 10 µmat -120°c. From
this consideration it follows that either only
minute amounts of amorphous water can be removed
from the specimen when following the freeze-drying
schedule of Linner et al. or it must be concluded
that at least one assumption of the Knudsen equation - e.g. that the number of water molecules
escaping from ice depends only on the temperature
(and not on the vacuum) - is wrong. The apparent
problem should be resolved by measuring the sublimation rates of pure (amorphous) ice and of tissue
ice at very low temperatures and under ultra-high
vacuum conditions by different methods including
the mentioned method of Wildhaber et al. which
might be modified to determine conceivable influences of equipment design parameters on experimental results.
On the other hand it remains to be
determined with suitable test preparations if
freeze-drying below -90°C is necessary to improve
structure preservation.

A.P. MacKenzie: Does the author really find that
the use of the liquid nitrogen cooled zeolite
reduces the pressure to ca 10-3 Torr inside the
vessel? It is the reviewer's finding (Handbookof
Chemistry and Physics) that neon and helium are
present in air to ca 18 and 5 ppm, respectively,
and that this approximates to partial pressures of
ca 14 and 4 milliTorr.
It seems that the zeolite
"molecular sieves" do not sorb either Ne or He and
it is the reviewer's experience that, cooled in
liquid nitrogen, they do not reduce the pressure
much below 2 x 10-2 Torr.
Author: An information leaflet of Leybold Heraeus
shows that small amounts of neon and helium are
adsorbed by Zeolite 13Xat liquid nitrogen temperature. Therefore pressures below 10-2 Torr can be
obtained. The used freeze-drying apparatus reaches
10-2 Torr after 30 minutes, 2x10-3 Torr after
6 hours and 9x10-4 Torr after 24 hours.
J.G.Linner: Has the author attempted drying in the
range of -80°c to -140°C? Does the author feel the
freeze-drying temperatures of -8o0 c and -50°c (at
which increased sublimation rates are observed)
determined by Wildhaber et
al.
1982 (see
References) to be independent of equipment design
parameters including vacuum, apposition to condenser surface, detector geometry etc.?
Author: I have started freeze-drying in some cases
at -90°c for 8 days and could not get an improvement of structure preservation.
Wenowmay ask if
it is possible or meaningful to freeze-dry biological tissue at still
lower temperatures.
J.Dubochet and A.W.McDowall(Frozen hydrated sections. In: Science of biological specimen preparation, J.-P. Revel, T. Barnard, G.H. Haggis (eds.),
SEM, Inc., AMFO'Hare, IL 60666. 147-152, 1984)
have shownthat a phase transition from amorphous
to cubic ice occurs at about -12ooc. In order to
avoid conceivable artifacts introduced by this
phase transition it was postulated that freezedrying should be carried out below -120°c and a
new freeze-drying technique was presented by means
of which it should be possible to remove the
amorphoustissue water below -120°c in less than
1 day (Linner et al.,
1986 a, b see References).
However,there remains a problem which is difficult
to understand. According to the Knudsen equation
(see text and Fig. 1) a 1µmthick ice layer can be
"freeze-dried"
in about 9.5 days at -130°c and in
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J.G. Linner: Howmuch structural damage, especially of the leading edge of tissue occurs during the
manipulation required to achieve a 0.1 mm3 piece
of tissue?
Author: By means of a scalpel and under the control of a stereo light microscope it is not difficult to prepare a block with a side length of
about 0.4 mm(0.43 = 0.064) without damaging the
well frozen surface.
J.G. Linner: How are the muscle samples loaded
with cesium and thallium and what may be the
effect of the method on ion redistribution?
Author: G.N. Ling and G. Bohr (Studies on ionic
distribution in living cells I. Long-term preservation of isolated frog muscles. Physiol. Chem.
Phys. J_, 591-599, 1969) have developed a method
for the in vitro preservation of frog muscle
tissue at25°C for up to 8 days as judged by the
criteria
of resting potential,
the potassium and
sodium contents, and mechanical contractility.
Using this method it is possible to replace reversibly in a mole-for-mole fashion most of cellular potassium with cesium or thallium in the
living frog muscle (see References: Ling and Bohr,
1971; Ling, 1977). Briefly, the procedure is as
follows: under sterile conditions the muscles are
incubated,e.g.,for 4 days in potassium free medium
containing 2.5 mMcesium or for 8 h in a medium
containing 4 mMthallium and 2.5 mMpotassium. At
least 2/3 of cell potassium is then replaced with
cesium or thallium. Since cesium and thallium are
accumulated in the living muscle according to the
same molecular mechanism as potassium it can be
concluded that cesium and thallium occupy the

Freeze-dried EmbeddedSpecimens
Author: I have not yet investigated this problem.
It has been shown, however, that the Lowicryl HM23
extracts only negligible amounts of lipids when
infiltrated
in freeze-substituted material at
-7O°C(Weibull C, Vil linger W, Carlemalm E.; 1984.
Extraction of lipids during freeze-substitution
of
Acholeplasma laidlawii-cells for electron microscopy. J. Microsc. ..!]i, 213-216). The same resin
can be used for freeze-dried material and it remains to be determined if lipid droplets can be
stabilized without chemical fixation.

sites normally occupied by potassium (see References: Edelmann, 1984a).
J.G. Linner: Whydoes uranium also label with the
same differential
distribution
as cesium and
thallium?
Author: As discussed in several publications (see
References: Ling, 1984, p.228; Edelmann 1984a) the
uranium distribution pattern in muscle sections of
chemically fixed (and chemically unfixed freezedried) preparations may be caused by a preferential uranium binding to aspartic and glutamic acid
residues of the proteins.
Cesium, thallium and
potassium may be weakly bound at the same sites
but only in the living cell and in preparations
which are not chemically fixed. Chemical fixation
cancels the binding capacity of cell proteins for
alkali-metal ions and thallium (Edelmann, 1984a).
F.D. Ingram: One of the serious compromises to
freeze-dried material is presence of lipids that
liquefy when freeze-dried tissue is warmedto room
temperature following low temperature drying. Our
freeze-dry apparatus was designed to permit introduction of OsO4vapor at low temperature to stabilize lipids before the dried tissue is warmed.
Although low temperature osmication is not necessary on a routine basis, it has permitted successful preparation of some tissues that otherwise
could not be prepared with the normal sequence of
drying at low temperature followed by warming to
room temperature or above for subsequent embedding
with or without osmium vapour fixation.
Herb
Hagler has similarly observed that, when lipid
droplets are present, tissues cannot be successfully cryosectioned and freeze-dried before mounting in an analytical eiectron microscope. Unacceptable distortion results upon warmingthe dried
tissue when lipid droplets are present.
He
advocates adoption of a routine practice of drying
cryosectioned tissue in the microscope and analysing at low temperature immediately after drying
without including a warming step in the preparation. He has reported also that irradiation with
electrons appears to stabilize
lipid droplets,
much as osmiummight. In addition to the lack of
proper procedure, training or equipment that has
been alluded to in the paper, less than satisfactory results might also occur because of distortions by lipids that liquefied during warming
after freeze-drying.
The complications resulting
from lipid droplets might pose a particular difficulty for electron microprobe studies of organelles, particularly when the composition of the
fluid in the organelles is unknown. The question:
while there is evidence that lipid droplets in
tissue apparently can be stabilized either with
osmication or electron irradiation, does embedding
at low temperature without osmication have a similar,
desirable
effect on stabilizing
lipid
droplets?

F.D. Ingram: Embedding at atmospheric pressure
involves an additional processing step that could
cause some complications, particularly when embedding at low temperature. Is it possible to embed
tissue at low temperature without breaking the
vacuum?
Author: Complications can be avoided by connecting
a pure nitrogen gas supply to the freeze-drying
apparatus in such a way that it can only be vented
by nitrogen gas. Embeddingat low temperature
without breaking the vacuum is possible (by omitting step 6 of the described procedure) and has
been done with Spurr mediumwhich liquefies below
-2O°c. However, structure preservation of chemically unfixed muscle is better when embedding at
atmospheric pressure. Of course, the freeze-drying
apparatus described in this paper has to be modified if the freeze-dried samples should be infiltrated by Lowicryl .!_.!:!_
vacuo.
F.D. Ingram: The fidelity of a preparation for
analytical electron microscopy cannot be adequately evaluated without quantitative data. Are
quantitative
results available in addition to the
spectra presented in Fig. 14?
Author: I have not had time and facilities
to
determine quantitatively
ion concentrations in
different
subcellular areas or compartments of
freeze-dried embedded material.
I must point
however once more to the similarity
of the
thallium distribution
patterns of sections of
freeze-dried
embedded muscle and of frozen
hydrated cryosections.
Both results have been
obtained by low dose electron microscopy; it is
therefore good evidence that the method of freezedrying and embedding is suitable for analytical
electron microscopy. An important next step would
be to optimize analytical methods in such a way
that the observed uneven ion distribution can be
quantitated with high fidelity.
R. Chiovetti: When we infiltrate
freeze-dried
tissue in Lowicryl resins, we notice some qualitative differences between the K4Mand HM2Oresins.
There seem to be more areas in K4M-embedded
tissue
which are not adequately infiltrated.
Have you
noticed a similar phenomenonwith K4Mand HM2Oor
with KIIMand HM23?If so, can you hypothesize why
there should be this difference? Could it have
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L. Edelmann
something to do with the difference in polarity of
the resins?
Author: So far I have only used K4Mand K11M as
embedding media. Infiltration was perfect with
small (~0.1 mm3) freeze-dried or freeze-substituted samples and not always perfect with larger
samples. Infiltration can be improved by raising
the temperature (lowering the viscosity) during
infiltration and by freeze-drying for longer times
indicating that remaining water in the sample
hampers infiltration.
I suggest to determine the
temperatures which yield the same viscosity, for
e.g., K4Mand HM20and to compare the infiltration
behaviour of the Lowicryls at these different
temperatures.
G.M. Roomans:Sectioning of freeze-dried, embedded
material should be done on a dry knife. Common
problems are severe compression of the section and
the inability to cut sufficiently thin sections.
Do you have any practical hints?
Author: Blue (200 nm thick) sections of freezedried embedded material can be obtained without
difficulties by cutting small rectangular sections
(0.2 x 0.4 mm2or smaller) with an angle of about
30° between knife edge and a long side of the
rectangle. This method yields also good results
when dry-cutting frozen hydrated sections.
G.M. Roomans: Is the freeze-drying apparatus
described by you commercially available?
Author: No.
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